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Abstract
This paper centralises the question of what academics in higher education settings need to know about other
fields to stimulate cross-disciplinary collaborative work. The concept of ‘knowledge’, while recognised as important
within cross-disciplinary studies, has failed to be properly problematized. Little attention has been paid to what
cross-disciplinary knowledge actors should possess, the purposes that knowledge might serve and few pause to
consider the concept of collaboration itself, as an inherent source of situated learning. The result is
recommendations about what researchers should ‘know’ that cannot be operationalised in practice. Highlighting a
distinction between ‘Of-Knowledge’, entailing a detailed understanding of a field, and ‘About-Knowledge’, a
rudimentary form of knowledge about fields, we explore two key points of the cross-disciplinary collaborative life-
cycle to evaluate the needs, purposes, limits and possibilities of knowing. Noting that cross-disciplinary learning is a
long process, and for which no pre-packaged ‘knowledge’ emerges to address the kinds of cognitive deficits that
researchers typically identify, we argue that collaboration itself provides a non-substitutable venue for cross-
disciplinary learning. In contrast, focusing on the point of ‘envisioning’ where specialisms are ‘scoped out’ and
collaborative horizons ‘mapped’, we argue for efforts to be placed in enhancing researchers’ ‘About-Knowledge’, a
form of connective knowledge that extends researchers’ basic knowledge about other fields prior to constructing
collaborative projects. Critical for the aspirations of futures research, and the importance of fostering global,
national, regional and local collaboration, we highlight how a little knowledge can go a long way.
Keywords: Connective knowledge, Cross-disciplinary collaboration, Of-knowledge, About-knowledge, Barriers and
enablers, Envisioning
Introduction
Central to this paper is the question of what and how
much academics in higher education settings need to
‘know’ about other fields and specialisms in the context
of cross-disciplinary collaborative work. That this consti-
tutes a novel query might be surprising given the volume
of work within interdisciplinary studies literature that
highlights the numerous epistemic and cognitive chal-
lenges involved in cross-disciplinarity collaboration.
Nevertheless, a noticeable aspect of the literature is the
degree to which the concept of ‘knowledge’ itself, while
certainly recognised as important, has failed to be prop-
erly problematized. Little attention has been paid to the
question of what cognitive stores or cross-disciplinary
‘literacy’ an actor might ideally possess for quite different
points of the cross-disciplinary life-cycle. To think
through this question in furtherance of developing useful
strategies for enhancing our collaborative opportunities,
this article seeks to cut new ground by highlighting the
importance of distinguishing between two kinds of
knowledge, ‘Of-Knowledge’ and ‘About-Knowledge’.
These can be briefly exemplified by two contexts which
highlight the distinctive challenges that arise for
researchers when different kinds of knowledge are absent.
The first context involves actors from different disciplin-
ary traditions or specialisms that are already connected—
for example, psychologists and sociologists—who attend a
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‘collaborative’ workshop on ‘expertise’, a concept that is
central to both groups, yet fail to understand each other
due to clashing conceptualisations of ‘expertise’ that is
particular to each disciplinary domain. In contrast with
the epistemic clashes described in the first context which
relate to a deficit in knowledge of another field—the sec-
ond context concerns an absence of knowledge about
fields. For example, a group of engineers or computer sci-
entists working on a problem domain that while having
‘human users’, believe that their technical knowledge of
engineering or computer science is enough because they
‘speak human’ and ‘already “know” what people think/do’
([49], p. 13). Or indeed, researchers come to believe that
future studies ‘is primarily about “prediction” and “fore-
casting” to the idea that future studies can be nothing
more than “ungrounded speculation”, because the fu-
ture is inherently unknowable’ ([28], p. 24). This kind
of knowledge deficit, about other fields, provides fertile
ground for misconceptions about other specialisms, for
actors exceeding their own field of expertise [3, 61] and
importantly, for missed opportunities for valuable and
important collaborations by virtue of a failure to under-
stand the value of, and expertise inherent within other
fields and specialisms.
As we highlight in this piece, these two contexts present
cognitive challenges of quite different kinds. The first con-
text does not concern a failure to understand the potential
relevance that another field or specialism might have for
collaboration, but rather entails a lack of knowledge of the
particular and specific mechanics of that field: ‘Of-Know-
ledge’. The second, in contrast, concerns a lack of ‘About--
Knowledge’—knowledge about fields that results in the
failure of actors to see another field or specialism at all.
Nevertheless, in respect of the literature, the distinction be-
tween these kinds of knowledges is rarely identified. In-
stead, where the problems of cross-disciplinary cognitive
deficits are centralised, the focus tends to be on collabora-
tive work-in-progress, and frequently on ‘Of-Knowledge’
strategies, resulting in generalised suggestions that simply
amount to calls for researchers to ‘know more’ field-specific
knowledge. While knowing more is desirable, the lack of
consideration around what specifically needs to be known,
and for what purpose(s), means that no strategy can be
operationalised from this in practice. For us, the reason for
this relates to the concentration of attention on barriers to
cross-disciplinary work-in-progress, resulting in an overly
simplistic diagnosis of a cognitive deficit for which ‘knowing
more’ appears to be the solution. Yet, as we seek to demon-
strate in this paper, whether one’s focus is on the question
of how to initiate novel and innovative connections be-
tween actors who lack even basic insight into a range of
other fields and sectors - or how to enhance existing cross--
disciplinary collaborations, ‘Of-Knowledge’ strategies fall
short of, or indeed, wildly exceed, what is required.
Given the inherently collaborative and interdisciplinary
nature of futures research, which invites the widest
range of actors from multiple jurisdictions, sectors, in-
dustries and communities to ‘harness collaborative cre-
ativity for insights and practical solutions for different
futures issues’ [30], the current contribution problema-
tizes the ‘how to’ of optimising collaborative connectivity
by paying close attention to different points of the col-
laborative life-cycle—from the initiation of connections
to the fostering and enhancement of connections already
made. As we consider here, these different stages impli-
cate radically different kinds of ‘know-how’, for which
distinctive strategies of knowledge acquisition are called
into play. With the aim of extending futures research
and broader cross-disciplinary collaborative efforts, we
focus on enabling factors, realistic thresholds and the
generation of a positive agenda for enhancing connectiv-
ity. Drawing upon insights from the Studies of Expertise
and Experience [19, 61] to evaluate the limits of
knowledge acquisition in this context, and building on
the theory of ‘envisioning’ (Martin M, 2015, Architec-
tural discourse of socio-technical systems, Unpublished)
which centralises the pre-collaborative point at which
actors ‘scope out’ specialisms, map collaborative hori-
zons and make connections between different fields, we
move through a simple framework to evaluate what
needs to be known at different stages of the
cross-disciplinary life cycle. With this more purposeful
enquiry, we note that at the point of seeking to initiate
connections, the aim needs to be for actors to possess
the widest range of fields in sight in furtherance of
path-breaking and non-traditional forms of
cross-disciplinary collaboration. For this, the ‘know-how’
in question should be designed to enable actors to see a
wide horizon of fields, specialisms and problem domains
by which to make connections between their own
expertise and the work of others. Identifying different
possible levels of cross-disciplinary knowledge, and
centralising the aim—notably to initiate and stimulate
new and novel connections between actors from differ-
ent sectors and fields—helps us to settle on a practical
and fairly rudimentary level of ‘connective knowledge’:
‘About-Knowledge’. Aiming purposefully low in our ex-
pectations of what researchers can learn up front about
other fields, we advocate ‘About-Knowledge’ in order to
provide basic insight into some of the problem domains
and approaches that populate other fields and special-
isms. We do not attempt to quantify or prescribe ‘how
much’ ‘About-Knowledge’ it would be ideal for re-
searchers to possess; instead, our aim is to shift the de-
bate away from overly demanding and impractical ideas
about what researchers should know, in favour of a
lower and practical threshold for cross-disciplinary cog-
nition. Drawing on insights from a range of fields that
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illustrate the enabling effect of basic cross-disciplinary
cognition, we also make some preliminary suggestions as
to the ways and means that such connective ‘About
Knowledge’ can be delivered and achieved. We dismiss
recommendations for researchers to acquire deeper
cross-disciplinary Of-knowledges in advance of cross-
disciplinary engagement as impractical, unrealistic and
even excessive. In similar force, in evaluating the kind of
know-how necessary for later stages of the collaborative
life-cycle, with cross-disciplinary/sectoral connections
already instigated, we also highlight concerns with the
recommendations of researchers that actors would bene-
fit from ‘knowing more’ Of-Knowledge, involving more
granular insight into the operational workings of a spe-
cific field. Again, a clear focus on the purpose of actors
collaborating in the first place, and the essential bargain
that sits central to collaborative work—notably the com-
bining of knowledge and expertise—proves critical for
thinking through what, and how much or little, re-
searchers need to know about alternative fields in order
to construct cross-disciplinary ‘bridges’. As we seek to
show, analysis of the collaborative ideal and how cogni-
tive factors are implicated in this process, promotes a
stronger theorisation of the kinds of knowledge that
prove to be enabling to, excessive for, or even destructive
of collaboration. Noting that cross-disciplinary learning
admits of a longer journey entailing the gradual acquisi-
tion of cross-disciplinary knowledge through active
cross-disciplinary practice, the thrust of our argument is
that in the context of aspirations to connect disciplines,
fields and sectors, as well as to maintain and enhance
them, a little knowledge is likely to go a long way.
Barriers: the great unknowns
[I]nterdisciplinary efforts inevitably meet barriers, be
they structural, cognitive or normative. The questions
that should be discussed, then are what these barriers
are, what makes each of them a barrier and how can
they be surpassed? ([9], p. 447).
Despite the intense interest in, and greater emphasis upon
cross-disciplinary/-sectoral collaborative work [9, 46, 56],
there remains a substantial gap in the interdisciplinary lit-
erature around how cross-disciplinary collaborations are
initiated ([7, 65], p. 23) and the factors, capacities and
competences that prove particularly influential in that
regard. While the aim of many researching within inter-
disciplinary studies is to identify pathways for enhan-
cing cross-disciplinary collaboration and innovation,
the conversation has largely stalled at the point of
evaluating barriers. From the now voluminous litera-
ture highlighting the challenges, risks and benefits of
cross-disciplinary and -sectoral collaboration [50], one
can identify myriad factors that operate to impede in-
terdisciplinarity. To a significant degree, the literature
around interdisciplinarity has taken on the appearance
of a ‘silo’ genre, replete with references to the numerous
structural, cognitive and normative barriers that serve
to estrange disciplinary actors from one another. While
highlighted as challenges, in real terms, many of these
barriers are seen as social by-products of the processes
entailed in developing expertise. On the one hand, our
estrangement from others is a consequence of the kind
of intense immersion within a specialisation that is
necessary for the acquisition of disciplinary expertise
[9, 15]. On the other hand, our depth of immersion and
expertise in one field also situates us as outsiders in re-
spect of other specialist areas and fields. The outsider
status that we experience, geographically, socially and
culturally from others fields, means that other expert
domains appear as ‘foreign’, with occupants that speak
different languages, possess different ontologies, goals,
purposes and forms of life. By virtue of our lack of so-
cialisation within those expert domains or ‘epistemic
communities’ [15], we will necessarily have limited
insight into, or appreciation of, the normative, ethical
and ontological commitments of those fields.
In the context of the cross-disciplinary collaborative
ideal, while our estrangement from one another in part
emerges from traditional disciplinary/specialist struc-
tures, the stickiest and most challenging obstacles to ad-
dress are largely regarded as relating to knowledge
deficits we experience as a result of what we do not
know about the normative and cognitive dimensions of
other fields [9]. While the different ways in which our
lack of insight into other fields manifests itself in the
course of cross-disciplinary collaboration is
well-documented, where the literature is extremely weak
is on the question of what cross-disciplinary knowledge/
cognition researchers need as a means of addressing
these issues. There is, for instance, no sustained engage-
ment with which constituent parts of what is unknown,
need to be known. So in that sense, while we are clear
that there are many things that actors do not know
about other domains, we are left no clearer on what as-
pects of the ‘unknown’ actually constitutes ‘the deficit’
that needs addressing; conceivably that deficit might
comprise everything that researchers do not know about
other fields, or only specific constituent parts of what is
‘unknown’. In the absence of that kind of more granular
analysis, we have little real sense of the problem, and
correspondingly, no foundation for highlighting a poten-
tial range of solutions. As we note below, the failure to
unpack these cognitive dimensions results in fairly un-
illuminating and impractical analyses which largely
(though not exclusively) consist of recommendations
that researchers should ‘know more’ about other fields.
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Few will disagree with the aspiration for researchers to
‘know more’ about other fields; however, in the face of
an unspecified and potentially infinite range of
cross-disciplinary knowledges that could fall into this
pedagogical agenda, the recommendation is impossible
to operationalise in practice.
In our view, this is largely a symptom of how the
cross-disciplinary ideal has been typically been viewed to
date—through the lens of ‘barriers’ and largely abstract
approaches to cognitive questions that are far from
straightforward. For this reason, the epistemological pos-
sibilities of cross-disciplinary knowledge do not come to
be evaluated as closely as is needed. To work towards
developing a positive analysis and agenda for the kinds
of knowledge that might stimulate cross-disciplinary col-
laboration, consideration needs to be given to two inex-
tricably intertwined queries: firstly, what specific ends
‘knowing more’ serves, and secondly, what, in substan-
tive terms, needs to be known and for what purpose at
different points of the cross-disciplinary collaborative
life-cycle. In the absence of that enquiry, what we are left
with is an agenda for promoting and enhancing collab-
orative activity that is largely based on hope.
‘Knowing more’
For those inclined to venture opinions on how to ‘build
bridges’ between disciplines, some generally point towards
the desirability of ‘knowing more’ about other fields. This
is expressed in a number of ways, for example, of the de-
sirability of researchers developing a ‘broad repertoire of
perspectives acquired through interdisciplinary education
or from membership in interdisciplinary research groups’
([9], p. 450), acquiring a ‘basic understanding of the princi-
ples of other disciplines’ [15, 21], ‘learning across disci-
plines’ [58] and of the role that ‘encounters’ can play, in
physically bringing together researchers with ‘the aim of
learning from, and interacting with each other’ ([7], p. 24).
Nevertheless, while the notion of learning about other dis-
ciplines is repeatedly emphasised, explicitly or implicitly,
within the texts of those highlighting the problems that
flow from such knowledge deficits, few are willing to spe-
cify precisely what needs to be learnt or the level to which
it is hoped that individuals develop cross-disciplinary
insights. What we are confronted with as a result is a
broad and unspecified cognitive spectrum, moving from a
complete knowledge deficit, through to basic insight of
the ‘principles’ of other disciplines, potentially up to
complete fluency in all fields. Unsurprisingly then,
researchers are inclined to locate the problem in
cross-disciplinary engagements as consisting of a know-
ledge deficit, which can be resolved through ‘knowing
more’. Knowing more, albeit in unspecified quantities, be-
comes the solution for a range of day-to-day problems in
the context of cross-disciplinary obstacles and problems
experienced by researchers as they work with specialists
from other fields. From researchers in one field being
misunderstood by others so that they become an ‘appen-
dix’ to projects [57], performing ‘service roles’, e.g. social
scientists being asked to ‘stuff envelopes’ to ‘being the
general person for anything to do with people’ [15], to
the overestimation of what one knows or can know
about other fields [49, 61, 3], to the side-lining of
conceptual and theoretical contributions different disci-
plines can make [49, 3] the variety of problems that un-
fold in the ‘doing’ of cross-disciplinary work as a result
of what is ‘not known’ seems to tantalisingly lead to the
conclusion that knowing more about something relating
to other fields might be the solution.
At present, however, given the lack of specificity as to
what kinds of knowledge the ‘knowing more’ strategy en-
tails, such an agenda is driven by hope, than practical
reality in terms of how to overcome the particular
challenges and barriers that researchers confront in
cross-disciplinary collaborative efforts. For example,
higher education research participants in one study con-
sidered that when working in interdisciplinary teams,
people would benefit from a basic understanding of the
principles of the other disciplines [15]. 'Basic under-
standing' was represented by the group in four ways:
‘Understanding the preoccupations of each member of a
team when developing concrete solutions’, ‘Understand-
ing the methodological tools available within each dis-
cipline’ to help build realistic expectations about what
different disciplines have the capacity to address, ‘Under-
standing the conversations each discipline is having
about the subject being studied’, and ‘Understanding the
professional costs and benefits for team members of
doing interdisciplinary research’ as it relates to the devel-
opment of deliverables, publications that promote career
development for team members ([15], p. 928). While po-
sitioned as items that relate to a ‘basic understanding’ of
other disciplines, closer analysis of each of paints quite a
different picture indeed. Instead, each of these items are
tantamount to possessing a fairly sophisticated insight of
another field: ‘Of-Knowledge’. For example, understand-
ing the conversations each discipline is having, or
the preoccupations of team members from other fields,
might only be achieved through extensive exposure to,
immersion in, or advanced integration being achieved
with, another discipline. To use one of the example con-
texts that we alluded to in the introduction, single con-
cepts, such as ‘expertise’ for example, while seemingly
accessible to all, can be underpinned by radically differ-
ent understandings from field to field [18] so that what
counts as an ‘expert’ or views on how ‘expertise’ is ac-
quired can be dramatically different indeed. Such con-
cepts are often ‘thin’ rather than ‘thick’, so that
understanding the meaning of ‘expertise’ as it is invoked
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within a specific disciplinary domain also demands a
prior understanding of how that discipline sees the
world, constructs reality as well as an appreciation of
which frames of reference are chosen and the operation
of different assumptions about the subjects and objects
under study, and so on. The issue here is not the desir-
ability of acquiring some ‘Of-Knowledge’—for as we
highlight later on, researchers frequently do acquire
‘Of-Knowledge’ as part and parcel of cross-disciplinary
collaboration itself; for us, the concern pivots around
three interlinked issues which point to the impracticabil-
ity of an agenda of ‘knowing more’: (1) the extent to
which the process of ‘knowing more’ is individuated (ra-
ther than seen as something that happens during collab-
orative activity in the form of situated learning); (2) how
it lacks epistemic boundaries, in the sense of poten-
tially involving a very extensive and sophisticated under-
standing of fields that in practice would be impossible to
achieve; and (3) how the call for ‘knowing more’ fails to
engage with clear purposes, and in so doing, both ex-
ceeds and falls short of what is needed in light of the
collaborative bargain itself.
The presence of these challenges becomes far more
apparent to scholars who attempt to translate the wish
for researchers to ‘know more’ into a positive theory and
practical agenda. Mallaband et al. [49], for example,
highlight that while ‘comprehension of other subject
areas’ would be valuable to ensure that members of
cross-disciplinary teams worth and value is appreciated,
would facilitate stronger communication and support
the development of shared understanding and innovative
outcomes, the achievement of that level of integration is
nevertheless quite a ‘challenge’ (p. 13). In turn, the often
extensive periods of time it can take to achieve the kinds
of collaborative skill and cross-disciplinary learning ne-
cessary for integrative work is also frequently highlighted
as a key challenge [34, 57, 58].
Given the lack of problematisation around cognition,
and in particular the lack of specificity around what
needs to be known, what we see is a failure to engage
with questions of what cross-disciplinary cognition is
unachievable—and in contrast, what levels of knowledge
are realistic, and desirable. So the interlocking issues we
need to start unbundling at this stage include the pur-
poses that addressing cross-disciplinary knowledge defi-
cits facilitate, the extent to which those ‘deficits’ need to
be addressed (how much knowledge) for that purpose
(or purposes) and the extent to which strategies to ad-
dress those ends are realistic and practical given cogni-
tive (and temporal) limits. Attention to each of these
issues should help us to work towards articulating a
positive account of what researchers might desirably
need to ‘know’ with specific ends in sight, as well as to
think through the kinds of contexts and supportive
structures that might be put into place to enhance the
acquisition of that kind of knowledge. We start here
with the collaborative bargain insofar as this factor,
above all others, is the most crucially important in help-
ing to define and delimit what researchers need (and do
not need) to know about other fields.
Knowledge and the collaborative bargain
There are some missed opportunities for developing the
kind of positive analysis we suggest is now needed. What
is apparent from the literature is that few make the critical
connection between cross-disciplinary knowledge deficits
with the paradigm of collaboration itself.1 Potentially, this
is the result of the strong focus on the concept of ‘inter-
disciplinarity’, which is well-acknowledged for inviting
considerable ambiguity in terms of its meaning ([52], p.
14) and can mean ‘any form of dialogue or interaction be-
tween two or more disciplines’. As such, while scholars
and practitioners increasingly point towards ‘collaboration’
as a desirable activity, some continue to conceptualise
cross-disciplinarity in non-collaborative and individualistic
ways. As a result, the question of what deficits need to be
filled is very often focused on individuals and what
individuals need to know about other fields [67]. For this
reason, it is perhaps unsurprising that researchers recom-
mend solutions based upon ‘Of-Knowledge’.
For the present authors, however, this misses a crucial
trick. While acquiring more ‘Of-Knowledge’, so that one
has a more detailed insight into a specific field can surely
do no harm, this kind of knowledge proves both insuffi-
cient for extra-disciplinary trips into other fields, and
equally so, can prove excessive to the needs of a
researcher where the specific aim is cross-disciplinary col-
laboration. Indeed, the questions around cross-disciplinary
knowledge deficits directly underpin the critical import-
ance of collaboration (rather than lone interdisciplinary
work). Many of us might think of ourselves as seasoned
interdisciplinary practitioners who routinely draw from
other fields, but in the absence of social immersion within
the target field or collaboration with those possessing ex-
pert ‘know how’, we are engaged in an activity where we
are in real terms, novices or ‘tourists’ [61, 68]. Elsewhere,
we speak of actors confronting ‘glass walls’ when they walk
unguided into alternative fields; by this we note that our
lack of expertise in other fields correspondingly strips us
of the meta-cognitive skills to appreciate the extent to
which we lack deep understanding about those other fields
[61]. For example, when presented with academic papers
that report findings in a way that appear understandable
to the lay eye, we can underestimate the kinds of disciplin-
ary tools, knowledge architecture and immersion within
the expert domain that is needed in order to deeply under-
stand—just as we can underestimate the extent to which
‘deep understanding’ is wholly inaccessible to us in the
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absence of social immersion in expert domains [61, 68].
What we are inclined to overlook, or forget, is how much
of the organisation and identity of a discipline possesses a
largely tacit character that is acquired through active and
prolonged immersion within the field on the part of its
community of practitioners. Even elements of disciplinary
knowledge that are made explicit, through monographs,
journal articles, working papers and conference
presentations, are underpinned by thick layers of tacit
knowledge, which in turn, gives meaning to explicit know-
ledge [19, 60, 61]. That disciplines are constituted in very
significant part by such tacit knowledge makes the internal
and ‘deep’ workings of a discipline largely invisible to those
outside of it. In this respect, what we might be less in-
clined to appreciate at a distance is how disciplines
‘delimit’ units of analysis [15], regulate what consti-
tutes the most ‘important cause and effect relation-
ships’ and establish ‘a language in terms of concepts,
theories and models that represent the phenomena,
events and processes that are of particular interest to
the discipline’ ([9], p. 449). Just as individuals outside of
our own field will lack ‘deep understanding’ of our domain
of expertise, so that it is evident to us (in a range of ways)
how reading a single paper or even series of them will fail
to provide a sufficient gateway into our field, so too
will our insight and appreciation of other fields be
limited by the same factors. It takes us, as recognised
experts within our own fields, a long time to acquire
relevant knowledge and know-how, through prolonged
immersion in our expert community, so that we should
readily expect that others will confront substantial barriers
to understanding our fields.
Recognition of this problem, and the full extent of the
barriers presenting aspiring cross-disciplinary practi-
tioners, should serve to encourage a different kind of
analysis that is currently lacking within the field of inter-
disciplinary studies. It should, in turn, serve to elevate
the status of collaboration as the primary method for
achieving the cross-disciplinary/interdisciplinary ideal.
This observation underpins to a higher degree of specifi-
cation how collaboration with experts from other fields
proves to be not only desirable but utterly critical for
cross-disciplinary and innovation work. Moreover, the
same observation helps to narrow our field of vision
when addressing the question of what researchers need
to know about other fields, and to what end. The aspir-
ation for cross-disciplinarity is best seen as an inher-
ently collective, social and co-operative ideal, rather
than an individual one. These observations combined
provide a useful starting point for thinking about what
we do not need to know, what we cannot know and
stake out a different foundational analysis for evaluat-
ing the kinds of knowledge we need as individuals to
stimulate cross-disciplinary collaborative work.
Identifying individual cognitive limits
Are there limits to what we can expect individual re-
searchers to know about other fields? Are there limits to
what we ought to want researchers to know about other
fields? These are two separate questions but they neatly
link so as to highlight that the ambition for researchers
to know more about other fields must admit of a lower
level of knowledge than some suggest would be desirable
or necessary. We can, for instance, rule out aspirations
for researchers to become experts across some or many
(or even all) other fields. Instead, we seek to enable re-
searchers from different fields to connect so that they
can start working together and apply their own expert
knowledge to bear upon a project in complementary and
intersecting ways. This follows from our earlier observa-
tions that a collaborative paradigm should be seen as a
primary method for achieving interdisciplinarity, and is
strongly preferable to lone researchers undertaking
extra-disciplinary research as one conceivable way of
drawing ‘insights’ from other fields to inform their own
work. The conclusion that we do not need to aim to-
wards transforming academics into experts in other
fields—and that we cannot do so—is an important one.
Even if some kind of dual expert status were achievable
in particular cases, there are three major and interlock-
ing counterarguments to this as an aspiration.
The first, and most significant, is that it is an unrealis-
tic aspiration; the acquisition of expertise in one field
alone requires lengthy and intensive social immersion
within the relevant community of expertise [19], so that
few individuals will have the time or ability to achieve
this in more than one field. In cases where gaining ex-
pertise in another field is sought, if this involves with-
drawal from one’s home discipline, we could expect to
see a decline in expertise within the home discipline as a
result. Even developing very basic insight into other
fields can involve a very heavy time commitment. While
Knapp et al. [34] highlight the importance of learning
the language of another field in order to understand
one’s collaborative partners, they also recognise that
‘from classification schemes and methods to journals
and research philosophy, it can be hard enough keeping
up with developments in your own field, let alone
others’. The second is that talking of individuals gaining
‘expertise’ in dual fields, or even a very high level of
insight in a non-home discipline, misses the point of
cross-disciplinary collaborative work. Supposing it were
even possible to simultaneously master more than one
field (and even the possibility of mastery within a single
field is doubtful, unless one is talking about a
sub-specialism within it2), this unlikely breadth and
depth of expertises would actually point against the need
for cross-disciplinary collaboration. Rather, the value of
cross-disciplinary collaboration lies in its acknowledgement
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of our human cognitive limits—and how it enables us
to address our inevitable knowledge deficits in respect
of other fields. As Buanes and Jentoft note, our inabil-
ity to possess unlimited knowledge across a range of
disciplines is compensated ‘by forming research teams
of specialists who are able to fill in knowledge gaps
for each other’ (2009, p. 451). Collaboration provides
us with the resources by which to tap into the expert-
ise of social groups, a co-operative and efficient exer-
cise in sharing knowledge that is possessed by actors
from a range of fields. In this sense, we are talking
about drawing together knowledge communities in
order to build bridges, rather than the achievement of
individual mastery of a field or fields. Given the
fast-moving and high level of specialisation that now
characterises most fields, the ability of one individual
to master one, let alone more than one field, is fairly
implausible and too cognitively demanding a standard.
The third counterargument is that in the context of
the cross-disciplinary ideal, mastery of two or more
fields is not only too high an expectation, but is cor-
respondingly also too low. Ideally, to be alive to novel
and path-breaking collaborative work, rather than follow-
ing more traditional, tried and tested collaborative path-
ways, knowing something about many fields, would seem
to be greatly preferable to knowing substantial amounts
about one or two others.
The simple observation that there are limits in terms
of what we can know about other fields, and that the
collaborative paradigm is so valuable because it brings
together experts with deep knowledge from different
fields (rather than requiring individuals to master a
range of fields), is incredibly liberating. It is liberating by
virtue of diminishing in size the putative ‘knowledge
deficit’ that needs tackling. Rather than starting with a
deficit that potentially encompasses all that a researcher
does not know about other fields—a deficit which is not
only impossible to tackle, but one that is unnecessary to
tackle given the purpose of collaboration, we can focus
our attention on what the deficit in fact consists of and
work our way out from there. It is this kind of simple ob-
servation that has been lacking—but it provides a critical
foundation for us to develop a positive theory of
cross-disciplinary knowledge and learning. In the context
of facilitating cross-disciplinary collaborations then, we
are simply aiming for a kind of knowledge that helps us to
connect. That is not to say that this satisfies all that we
might hope for or expect from researchers that become
part of collaborative teams in terms of the knowledges
they acquire—a point that we discuss later on—but that in
the first instance, identifying a low threshold of ‘connect-
ive knowledge’ seems critical in order to construct an
agenda for stimulating cross-disciplinary collaborations
that is achievable and practical.
Envisioning: the importance of connective “about-
knowledge”
As we discuss later on, while the ‘Of-Knowledge’ that re-
searchers need to enhance their existing cross-disciplinary
collaborative work will be acquired through or drawn
from the process of working collaboratively with others,
we are nevertheless left with one kind of knowledge deficit
that has been largely neglected: connective knowledge.
Here, we are aiming to address a knowledge deficit which
strips researchers of the ability to connect with others
across the academy. Given the aspirations of futures
research, which centralises problem domains that ne-
cessitate ‘global/planetary, national, regional, and local
collaboration’ ([28], p. 34), this point of the collabora-
tive life-cycle strikes us as the most critical and press-
ing—yet one which is ironically the most neglected in
literature around the cognitive challenges entailed in
cross-disciplinary collaboration. For us, this connect-
ive point, which Martin (Martin M, 2015, Architec-
tural discourse of socio-technical systems,
Unpublished) speaks of in the context of ‘scoping out’
and ‘mapping’ the horizons of collaborative projects,
is by far the most significant. In similar fashion, Pen-
nington also points to the importance of this ‘fuzzy
front end’ as significant for being the point where
members co-create a research agenda that is capable
of linking across their respective disciplines ([58], p.
68). We argue that many of the problems that
scholars in the field of interdisciplinary studies point
to around cognition find their roots in a lack of
broad ‘connective knowledge’ which is needed at that
‘fuzzy front end’—for these are most keenly exposed
at this point of ‘envisioning’ collaborative projects. As
we noted in the second of our contexts at the outset
of this piece, if one has limited, or perhaps no insight
into an array of particular fields or the kinds of con-
tributions they can potentially make, it is likely that
such fields will be miscast in the context of prospect-
ive collaborative projects, or more likely, overlooked
entirely.
Such concerns are beautifully illustrated by Pedersen,
who notes how social science and humanities re-
searchers are frequently excluded from the ‘initial for-
mulation of the research problem that defines the joint
project’, resulting in less integration between fields, and
of those researchers becoming mere appendices to pro-
jects ([57], see also, [8]). While this underpins the desir-
ability of drawing in other fields at the earliest point of
project design, what the present authors are grappling
with is the kind of prior ‘know how’ that is necessary to
achieve that early point of connection. If one has no
insight into what, for example, social scientists, legal ac-
ademics or organisational studies theorists do, or the
kinds of problem domains they work on, the likelihood
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of identifying the relevancy of their contributions to pro-
spective projects is vastly reduced. In the absence of a
wide-angled lens, and given the substantial transaction
costs that can attend collaboration with actors from
more ‘distant disciplines’ ([9], p. 464, [57]), one is poten-
tially more likely to look towards more traditional or
well-tried and tested cross-disciplinary collaboration
pathways, and fields and sub-specialisms with whom one
has more cognitive proximity or indeed, social ties ([42],
p. 74). Where the aim is innovative futures research, we
need to widen horizons and possibilities beyond the ob-
vious, close-by, familiar, comfortable and tried and tested
([42], p. 74, [40])—and for that, we need to enable re-
searchers to achieve insight ‘beyond current borders and
thereby generate novel solutions to complex problems’
([34], p. 1). At the same time, it is also critical to temper
our expectations in terms of what researchers can know
about other fields. In arriving at a level of cognition that
is realistic, achievable and preserves the purpose of
cross-disciplinary collaboration, we should not aim too
high in what we expect researchers to know about other
fields. Once we identify that cross-disciplinary collabor-
ation constitutes the ideal vehicle for addressing much of
what might be rationalised as an inevitable Of-knowledge
deficit, then our aspiration to address gaps in knowledge
look like knowledge of a far humbler kind.3 In light of the
concerns we have highlighted above, as well as the limited
time that researchers have for extra-disciplinary learning,
a practical agenda for ‘knowing more’ should focus on an
enabling strategy where less is more.
The kind of connective knowledge that we claim is cap-
able of providing the foundation for extra-disciplinary
insight consists of ‘About-Knowledge’—a range of fairly
simple facts and information about the sorts of problem
domains and approaches that populate different fields and
specialisms. An excellent example of the kind of rudimen-
tary ‘connective knowledge’ that we centralise here can be
seen from the Making the Case series championed by the
Campaign for the Social Sciences [47]. Covering a wide
range of topics, from Education to Wellbeing, the aim of
the series is to highlight the potential relevance of the so-
cial sciences for addressing a range of social problems
which cluster within those themes. Rather than aiming at
providing depth of insight into the field, each pamphlet
highlights in broad brush fashion the kinds of problem do-
mains and questions that have occupied social scientists,
the ways they went about their research, the insights that
research yielded and the collaborative partnerships they
were involved in. In real terms, the Making the Case pam-
phlets appear to make excellent use of the Research Excel-
lence Framework ‘Impact Case’ Studies [64], and present
examples of impact in a way that is readable and access-
ible to all. But critically for us, the series is explicitly aimed
at providing some insight into a rich and diverse field
through a high-level approach. The range of research
work profiled, for example, around Sustainability, the
Environment and Climate Change, highlights the import-
ant and impactful interventions of social scientists work-
ing in concert with others, including industry, government
agencies and local communities, around biopesticides,
flood risk, coastal erosion, fuel efficiency, recycling rates
and so on [14]. Take for example an extract showcasing
Elizabeth Shove’s work,
Interviews with more than 100 households, policy-
actors and manufacturers, plus historical studies of
bathing, laundering, heating and cooling indicate that
practices like those of taking a daily shower or of main-
taining 22 °C indoors, whatever the weather, cannot be
explained in terms of personal preference or individual
choice. Rather, successful energy-consumption reduc-
tion is a matter of understanding how patterns of daily
life evolve along with ordinary technologies and infra-
structures like bathrooms, kitchens, and washing ma-
chines. Put simply, people do not use energy; they use
the services it makes possible. The researchers found
that the issue is one of convention and infrastructure,
not of individual choice [14].
Standing in contrast with an ‘Of-Knowledge’ approach,
the kind of insight we acquire is of the potential applica-
tions of social sciences to developing stronger understand-
ings of human-technological interaction. In highlighting
aspects of the kind of problem domains that social scien-
tists are involved in, and how social science can be opera-
tionalised in practice, this series has the strong capacity to
challenge narrow or stereotypical perceptions of the kinds
of work that social scientists do. While offering a basic
insight into what other fields do, it is an approach that
works well for shining a light on the social sciences, and
one that if adopted in other fields, from specific domains
like medicine, to collaborative clusters of activity in fu-
tures research, has similarly strong potential for achieving
the same outcomes.
The level of ‘connective knowledge’ we propose here for
academics and researchers in higher education shares the
same ethos embedded within the Making the Case series.
Nevertheless, given our preference for high-level introduc-
tions to the work that other fields are engaged in, some
may be sceptical of our claim that ‘connective knowledge’
is ‘knowledge’ at all. One can argue that we are advocating
the delivery of a series of decontextualized ‘facts’, ‘informa-
tion’ [1], ‘beermat knowledge’ or ‘popular understanding’
accounts [19] about other fields and disciplines, that in
isolation is not an enabling kind of information at all.
Nevertheless, importantly, we are not talking about ‘facts’
in pure isolation. Rather than being regarded as situated at
the bottom of the taxonomy of learning and the ‘enemy of
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understanding’, declarative knowledge, in the form of facts
and transmission of information is now increasingly
regarded as critical for the achievement of higher order
skills (the ability to analyse, compare and evaluate) ([16],
p. 17). As Christodoulou emphasises, good analytical ap-
proaches depend on a bedrock of facts rather than being
amenable to abstract thought alone. To imagine what it
would be like to live in a rain-forest, beyond ‘it being
rainy’, one needs background knowledge to offer more
than shallow responses ([16], p. 22).
In the world of higher education, given our target
population, declarative knowledge in the form of facts
and information about other disciplines takes on far
broader significance. This permits researchers to imagine
beyond their own field or discipline and to identify the
kinds of potential connections that might be made by
combining one’s own expert knowledge with other fields.
To achieve these connections, some basic level of insight
into the kinds of contributions other fields can make
seems both critical and necessary. What we are propos-
ing advocates a model of cross-disciplinary learning
where researchers start to develop a ‘T-shaped combin-
ation of skills’.4 Those possessing this combination of
skills are described as being,
[N]ot only experts in specific technical areas but also
intimately acquainted with the potential systemic
impact of their particular tasks. On the one hand,
they have a deep knowledge of a discipline like
ceramic materials engineering, represented by the
vertical stroke of the T. On the other hand, these
ceramic specialists also know how their discipline
interacts with others, such as polymer
processing—the T’s horizontal top stroke [31].
This is not to claim that it is critical for researchers to
acquire intimate knowledge of how their field ‘interacts
with others’, but simply that some cognitive foundations
that set into motion the possibility of making connec-
tions with other fields would be worth setting down. As
Boh et al. highlight,
[I]ndividuals build both breadth and depth of
expertise by anchoring themselves in one or a few
core technical domain areas, and understanding how
their core domain expertise area interacts with other
disciplines. Thus individuals learn to recombine
existing components in novel ways while
simultaneously building up new connections and new
cognitive nodes of knowledge. Once an individual
builds up a rich repertoire of knowledge components
and also constructs a dense scaffolding of
strengthened links between existing knowledge
components and new knowledge components, he or
she can more easily integrate new knowledge
components into a large web of existing knowledge
components ([5], p. 356).
Our proposal then advocates a model of cross-discip-
linary learning which, while pushing in the direction of
acquiring ‘T-shaped combination of skills’, will more
often fall far short of the ‘dense scaffolding’ that Boh et
al. [5] point to. Rather, it provides the preparatory foun-
dation for connections to be identified as possibilities
and acted upon. What transforms a series of isolated
‘facts’ and ‘information’ into something else—notably
connective knowledge—is how they combine with the
researcher’s own deep expertise in their home domain
and enable her to make the critical links between her
specialism and others.
Our privileging of ‘connective About-knowledge’, while
centralising the kinds of practical concerns we have
highlighted above, also becomes critically important by
virtue of what has tended to be missed from the interdis-
ciplinary literature: how we form connections between re-
searchers and other domains of expertise. When this aim
is made central, the kind of knowledge deficit that are
dealing with looks far narrower and manageable. As a re-
sult, rather than needing to make recommendations that
researchers need to ‘know more’—an ‘Of-Knowledge’ in-
volving highly technical understandings of another field or
fields—we can instead focus on the kinds of knowledge
that could prove crucial to support ‘envisioning’.
Profoundly wrapped up with the making of connections
across a wide terrain, the process of envisioning is where
actors ‘scope out’ specialisms and map collaborative hori-
zons and conceptualise the ‘possibilities and the selection
of objectives and priorities’ (Martin M, 2015, Architectural
discourse of socio-technical systems, Unpublished). The
kind of knowledge we highlight as critical constitutes the
most fundamental sort—a kind of basic ‘About-knowledge’
around the kinds and types of problem domains and
concerns a field or specialism is engaged in, in order to
enhance researchers’ basic ‘know how’ about what other
fields do in the crudest of terms. Under our rationalisa-
tion, if a researcher suffers from a knowledge deficit about
what kinds of basic concerns and approaches drive mul-
tiple fields, those fields are unlikely to make it onto that
researcher’s ‘research radar’ at the point of designing pro-
jects that in principle could spur innovative collaborative
research. As such, basic knowledge of at least some of the
problem domains and approaches which populate mul-
tiple fields will extend the possibilities for how researchers
imagine a project’s horizons, and impact upon which spe-
cialisms are prospected for collaborative partnership.
That connective ‘About-Knowledge’, rather than more
sophisticated forms of extra-disciplinary ‘Of-Knowledge’,
might be more valuable for stimulating cross-disciplinary
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collaborative connections also finds support from other
quarters. There is now a developing body of work that
highlight fundamental misconceptions and stereotypical
ideas about what researchers within non-home fields
actually do [62] in ways that lead researchers to errone-
ously overlook and exclude particular domains for
cross-disciplinary projects [2, 49, 3]. Addressing basic mis-
conceptions about fields and specialisms—for example,
that legal academics researchers are typically involved in
‘litigating cases’ [62], or wholly non-specified ideas about
social science so that social scientists are seen as
the ‘people people’ [49]—do not require much ‘corrective’
information beyond highlighting the richer range of re-
search problem domains in which those disciplines are en-
gaged, and the potential contributions that those fields
can make to cross-disciplinary collaborations. The second
source of support comes from a new and promising body
of work around the concept of ‘serendipity’. While com-
monly associated with unexpected fortuitous events [4],
such as chance scientific discoveries to stumbling over a
valuable source of literature whilst looking for another
[48], the role of pure ‘chance’ is increasingly downplayed
within the literature. As McCay-Peet and Toms note, no
factor ‘is more strongly associated with serendipity than
the “prepared mind”’ ([51], p. 1465). In this respect, one’s
prior knowledge and experience plays a critical role in
priming individuals to recognise a ‘trigger’ relative to their
work ([51], p. 1472). As such, while serendipitous events
can play a role in stimulating ideas and discovery, they do
not operate in a vacuum—rather identification of, or ap-
preciation of a serendipitous connection or finding is con-
tingent, and operates in interaction with the individual,
her environment and state of mind. But critically, and
strongly aligning with the concept of ‘envisioning’ we
highlighted earlier, ‘without the prepared mind there
would be no connections to make’ ([51], p. 1474). The
final and perhaps most significant source of support
comes from analysis of the literature around what we can
call ‘human enablers’ in the context of cross-disciplinary
collaboration and innovation. At a very general level, these
human enablers are variously referred to as ‘knowledge ac-
tivists’ [36], brokers [10, 69] or boundary spanners [41].
While each of these labels admits of different though
cross-cutting roles and attributes, there are a variety of
qualities that bind them together. Often conceptualised as
‘special’ people embedded within networks who play a key
role in bringing ‘unlikely partners together, in breaking
through red tape, and seeing things in a different way’
(LGMB cited in [70], p. 109), these human enablers cross
organisational and/or cultural boundaries in order to ex-
change knowledge or mediate interactions [45]. Evidently
regarded as possessing strong skills in coupling problems,
the cognitive styles of the boundary spanner that are most
frequently emphasised are the ability to ‘think laterally’,
take a ‘holistic view’ or see ‘the big picture’. While the lit-
erature demonstrates a strong preoccupation with the
boundary spanner’s personality, disposition, interpersonal
skills, among other social attributes, the assessment of the
particular technical cognitive attributes of boundary span-
ners is our focus here. While some emphasise the desir-
ability of a boundary spanner possessing depth of
knowledge in one area, more frequently boundary span-
ners are emphasised as ‘generalists’ [66] and ‘a jack of all
trades and master of none’ ([70], p. 119, [53, 66]). Also im-
plying an absence of cognitive depth, boundary span-
ners are emphasised as being seen as ‘legitimate
members’ of both of the served communities while
still remaining peripheral to them, as full participation
on either side usually impedes effective boundary
spanning ([39]). In this respect, the boundary spanner
is characteristically similar to those possessing ‘T-shaped
combination of skills’.
While the focus of the literature tends to be on the spe-
cial enabling role that boundary spanners can play within
organisations and institutional settings, it also opens up
far broader possibilities when we consider the current
problem domain. Undoubtedly, some may be more skilled
in connective work, or possess the kind of dispositions or
charisma that helps to stimulate the formation of connec-
tions across domains; nevertheless, in light of the em-
phasis on these brokers as ‘functional generalists’, it also
raises interesting questions about how we might try to
enhance the connective capabilities of all researchers.
That is our aim here. Where the aspiration is to achieve
‘About-Knowledge’ of this general sort, it would be
surprising if this did not help to enhance the connective
abilities and collaborative foresight of all researchers. In
other fields, including medicine, such ideas are being
tested and operationalised—albeit to a degree and scope
that extends far beyond what we propose. Repeated
emphasis on the importance of broad-based training
(BBT) in order to equip doctors to respond better to the
changing needs of patients and the service generally was
followed with pilots in England in 2013 and rolled out in
many regions by 2016 [53]. In follow up interviews with
trainees that had been part of the postgraduate BBT
programme, trainees described how BBT had enabled
them to become ‘more holistic practitioners’, ‘to better
understand the patient journey through the healthcare
system’, to better understand the ‘pressures and limitations
experienced by colleagues in different specialties’ and to
become ‘better doctors’ [53]. As the authors of the study
highlight,
Those in a generalist role might helpfully be thought
of as boundary spanners—doctors who reach across
‘structural holes’ to aid the flow of knowledge about a
patient's care between previously poorly connected
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disciplines. Boundary spanners can play an
increasingly important role in the healthcare setting,
addressing the challenge of silo working and
professional tribalism [53].
A good deal of the literature in this area also high-
lights draw backs for the boundary spanner in a range of
contexts. Having strong parallels with negative experi-
ences expressed by those in the higher education context
engaged in interdisciplinary work [38], one of the main
concerns related to being the ‘jack-of-all-trades’—a gen-
eralist—as distinct from the rest of the field [35]. This
was particularly prevalent in the context of the clinical
domain, with those trained as generalists, feeling iso-
lated, different, misunderstood, like the ‘black sheep’ and
a lack of belonging ([53], pp. 4–5). Nevertheless, as we
discuss next in evaluating the ‘how to’ of the dissemin-
ation and acquisition of Connective About-Knowledge,
what we propose here differs from the kinds of ap-
proaches suggested to date in important ways.
The lost generations: acquiring connective about-
knowledge
Over the last few decades, we have seen a significant up-
ward spike in activities designed to enhance interdisciplin-
ary capacity and learning across borders and boundaries.
There is now a vast number of ‘interdisciplinary’ training
initiatives aimed at undergraduates and postgraduates in
the form of discrete modules or even entire programmes
[17], as well as a proliferation of units which are specific-
ally interdisciplinary in orientation. Moreover, such initia-
tives have been ‘trickling up’, with a large number of
events and training initiatives that target early career pop-
ulations within and outside of academia [22]. Such pro-
grammes are often explicit in seeking to socialise new
populations into an approach to research and practice
where crossing boundaries and sectors is the norm. In
similar force, masters’ programmes which are aimed at
drawing together multiple fields, such as social science re-
search masters, express similar aims. The theory behind
such targeted approaches seems to be that,
Starting as early as possible for lifelong learning seems
to be one of the keys to successful interdisciplinary
education and work. Once ingrained in a certain
discipline it will be hard to lower the disciplinary
egocentrism [33].
Nevertheless, despite fairly heavy investment in such
initiatives on the part of many higher educational insti-
tutions, the exclusion of the vast majority of higher edu-
cation staff and researchers from these has barely been
noticed. In light of the fact that the bulk of research,
innovation and engagement work will be currently
undertaken by this excluded population, the absence of
focus on the wider population as a whole reveals a start-
ling lacuna, and indeed, potentially a vast number of
missed opportunities for innovative and path-breaking
cross-disciplinary collaborative work. As Larson et al
note, ‘much has been written about facilitators and bar-
riers of interdisciplinary research’ but ‘the need for di-
dactic training of faculty is rarely mentioned’ [37].5 Very
often the focus on generating capacity is upon creating a
‘new generation’ of researchers (see for example [27], p.
46) who are socialised into a different way of thinking,
rather than consideration of the significant opportunities
that could flow from addressing a far wider audience. To
a significant degree, one of the reasons for this might
stem from the assumption that a gap in knowledge
needs to be addressed, more often than not, through
formal training programmes. Grappling with the gap in
cross-disciplinary training, Larson et al make such a
recommendation and argue that,
Although universities may be poised for
interdisciplinary research, strategies for faculty
preparation and support are sorely needed. Reducing
institutional structural and cultural barriers is
necessary but not sufficient to move collaborative
research forward. What is needed now are specific
tactics and action plans to prepare faculty for what is,
for some of them at least, a new way of working and
thinking ([37], p. 41).
While Larson et al.’s proposal consists of a ‘didactic
course’ designed to ‘build on core competencies pre-
paratory for building and sustaining interdisciplinary
research models’ ([37], p. 41), what we propose looks
quite different. Our aim is not to transform academic
researchers into pure generalists (or for that matter,
boundary spanners, or fully-fledged interdisciplinar-
ians)—particularly given how depth of knowledge
within one’s own domain of expertise constitutes the
beating heart of the cross-disciplinary collaborative
paradigm. We would not, of course, discourage
higher education institutions delivering programmes
around cross-disciplinary collaboration and research
methods that specifically target all researchers, but
we are cognisant of the considerable cost such pro-
grammes entail for institutions, and indeed, of the
considerable time investments these would entail for
academic staff.
Critically, and irrespective of the availability of such
‘didactic courses’, providing opportunities for researchers
to acquire ‘About-Knowledge’ does not necessitate pro-
grammes of that kind. Instead by virtue of centralising a
far lower level of knowledge, this admits of far simpler,
shorter and cheaper modes of delivery and acquisition.
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What we are proposing is a far lower-level and rudimen-
tary knowledge about the kinds of work and approaches
that populate a range of academic fields and specialisms.
We seek to provide a range of learning opportunities
that offer useful glimpses across the academic landscape,
and provide windows of possibilities for prospective col-
laborative work that might otherwise be missed.
In this respect, a series of cross-disciplinary events,
aimed largely (though not exclusively) at researchers
within higher education, comprising roundtable panels
of experts from a field that are explicitly geared at talk-
ing about why their field ‘matters’, and giving examples
of the kinds of work and approaches that populate it,
would prove more than sufficient for these purposes.
This requires a simple re-think or extension of the target
audiences that fall under the heading of ‘public engage-
ment’ so that academic researchers are also centrally in
mind. At present, there is good reason for thinking that
academic researchers are not the ‘target’ audience
(although there are questions in the field of public en-
gagement as to whether sufficient thought is being given
to the question of audience at all). While myriad ‘public
engagement’ events are directed towards laypersons,
including industry actors, showcasing for example, the
relevancy of the ‘social sciences’ to industry (see [32]) or
other external prospective partners (see for example, the
launch events that have attended the Making the Case
series, [13]), very typically the imagined ‘publics’ at the
core of public engagement events appear to be largely
regarded as a form of ‘outreach’ [23] to the ‘general pub-
lic’—external to—rather than within—the university
walls.6 Reflecting the concerns of Lewis and Watermeyer
[44] that ‘the point of public engagement isn’t always
clear’ and of the status of public engagement events as
being regarded as a ‘discrete and fringe activity’, in prac-
tice, our argument makes a strong case for increased
value of these events, and for affording them signifi-
cantly more status within universities as a form of ‘con-
nective’ education for researchers. While in practice,
academic researchers are likely to attend a variety of
public engagement events [43] which can serve to
extend our insight about what other fields do, for the
present authors, the public engagement model as
currently pitched largely to external actors could stand
as a critically important vehicle for enhancing connect-
ivity across academia. As will be apparent from what
we have highlighted above, most academics whilst de-
veloping specialist expertise in a field, will nevertheless
be as much a member of the ‘general public’ or the
‘laity’ in respect of other fields. For this reason,
engaging ‘publics’ within the higher education sphere
who lack insight into other expert fields and domains
is also critical. A little knowledge about a field can go
a long way. Rather than attempting to deliver upfront
the kinds of ‘Of Knowledge’ that some have argued
would enable the would-be cross-disciplinary collabor-
ator to be better prepared for navigating those kinds of
encounters (a challenge that we believe is largely
impossible in any event), critically, our emphasis here
is upon opening doors and widening collaborative
possibilities.
Beyond connection: acquiring of-knowledge
through collaborative interaction
Let us try to convince you, nonetheless, through the
labour of our collaborations – as a human geographer
and sociologist – with many others from multiple
disciplines – that there are forms of interdisciplinary
practice that, even if only occasionally, even if
sometimes fractious, even if freighted with all the
worries and anxieties that we are going to set out
below, even if they sometimes fall apart, are still
sometimes epistemologically and interpersonally
exciting ([11], p. 14).
Some may be highly sceptical of our recommendation
that a low threshold of cross-disciplinary ‘About-Knowledge’
is afforded priority as a strategy for initiating interdisciplin-
ary collaboration. Such a suggestion may seem to be unam-
bitious and simply point towards a form of cognition that is
far too low. The kinds of clashes, confusion and misunder-
standings that can occur between researchers from multiple
fields will not, some will argue, be addressed by the kind of
basic cognition that we point to. While our aim is not to
resolve or address all of these problems, but rather to
identify the lowest level of cognition about other fields to
mobilise our connective capital—we would also argue that
the problems that researchers encounter through epistemic
clashes and so on in cross-disciplinary collaborative work,
will not be overcome through the delivery of prior, and
explicit Of-Knowledge either.
To a very significant degree, the kinds of broader
problems that researchers encounter in the context of
developing cross-disciplinary collaborations, including
the ‘often challenging day-to-day realities that people
from all disciplinary backgrounds experience when they
live ‘between’ disciplines’ ([11], p. 5), seem to be largely
inescapable. Indeed, it may be that the confrontation
with differences between fields, specialisms and disci-
plines, particularly at the ‘fuzzy front end’ of research
agendas ([58], p. 68), is a necessary and critical part of
learning how to become a good cross-disciplinary collab-
orative researcher [69]. In turn, much of the work of
learning ‘what one needs to know’ about other areas in
order to work with specialists from other fields will ne-
cessarily be learnt on the job—through interaction—and
across a lengthy period of time. While we highlighted
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earlier laments on the part of scholars about others
placing them in a purely service role—or as an appendix
or token to a project [8, 57], Knapp et al. [34] highlight
how the service role itself can be used to build strong
future collaborative relationships,
Service work is often an excellent way to establish a
collaboration, get the partners to trust in your ability
and expertise, and learn enough about other
disciplines to start making direct contributions, whilst
at the same time, co-authoring high quality publica-
tions. Service work will show that you take the collab-
oration seriously and help you to establish a
reputation as a reliable and analytically keen scien-
tist… ([34], p. 5).
By virtue of the sometimes messy and ‘entangled’ expe-
riences that researchers report experiencing in working
across disciplines (see for example, [12]), and the wide var-
iety of challenges that researchers can confront [50], it is
hard to imagine any particular kind of knowledge that
could be delivered upfront to enable researchers to avoid
these multitudinous problems. In light of these, the call
for researchers to ‘know more’ about other fields looks in-
credibly naïve. No amount of ‘knowing more’ would be
enough. The attempt to explicate ‘more knowledge’
around the languages, sub-cultures, expectations, reward
models and so on, relating to other fields (and surely one
would have to be selective about which fields given con-
straints of time alone) assumes that we can actually make
explicit the deep experiential knowledge that regulates
fields—or prepare interdisciplinarians and futures scholars
in particular, for the relational, socio-emotional and
affective challenges which surely await them as they set
about negotiating the meeting point between different
fields. This is not to diminish the importance of didactic
forms of cross-disciplinary training, but to deflate our
expectations of what that training can deliver. Much
of what we know and need to know comes with the
pains and pleasures of experience, and through the acqui-
sition of a great deal of Of-Knowledge that is of a tacit
and experiential nature. Similar emphasis is placed on
the critical role that action research, dialogue and partici-
patory approaches play in futures research, and of the
importance of ‘context-specific understanding, based on
diverse experiences’ and of an ongoing ‘relational process
of dialogue across diversities, where holisms can emerge
as aspects of our ongoing journeys’[63]). These are not
pre-packaged knowledges, but ones which are dialogi-
cally innovated and discovered. For all these reasons,
our aim cannot be to advocate a knowledge ‘delivery’
programme that promises to remove the challenges which
the present authors believe are part and parcel of an
immersive ‘social’ journey.
Instead, our aim has been to think about where it can
be said that a cognitive deficit exists that in principle is
amenable to a targeted strategy. It is in this respect that
we have highlighted ‘About-Knowledge’, the kind of
‘basic’ knowledge that better assists us to connect, to
have a sense of what is out there, to imagine and envi-
sion the possibilities and intersecting problems that re-
searchers from other fields are working on. It is this
kind of basic knowledge that opens out the possibilities
and widens a researcher’s horizons at the point of evalu-
ating the kind of expertises that could make a useful
contribution to a project’s future. Even then, this more
modest corpus of knowledge that we have centralised
here will still require an investment of time, rather than
presenting a store of knowledge that can be delivered at
one time to prospective researchers.
Beyond this, there is no format that we can think of
that will deliver ‘knowledge’ to researchers that can
come even close to the kinds of experiential knowledge
that one acquires through cross-disciplinary collabor-
ation. In this latter respect, the ‘doing’ and performing
of cross-disciplinary collaborative work points to a far
longer journey—one that will occur across an extensive
period of time, and capture a wide range of knowledges
that are acquired of quite different sorts, including the
totally unexpected. While there is still a limited amount
of work exploring the experiences of researchers en-
gaged in cross-disciplinary collaboration [12], the factors
now being centralised increasingly emphasise the signifi-
cant time investments entailed [8, 29]. Highlighting the
length of time it can take to establish an integrated
knowledge field, Pedersen, for example, notes how ‘de-
signing research policy for interdisciplinary collaboration
requires a long-term perspective and a broader notion of
integration than is usually adopted’ [57]. In similar force,
others point to the impact of collaboration, on their in-
dividual research agendas, ‘slowing down my usual rate
of publication by dint of spending time developing
strange collaborative research with researchers who need
explanations of some of the key concepts and methods
in my field’ ([11], p. 12). Those like Conley and Fisher
[20] discuss their ongoing engagement as social scien-
tists with natural scientists to reflect on the broader
dynamics of scientific research. The authors note the
‘despair’ of wondering if a ‘real understanding’ of what
researchers in a different field did in their daily practices
would ever emerge, the time spent in the laboratory for
establishing ‘rapport and trust relationships’ and the
critical importance of ‘material engagement’ (hands on)
in the lab and of being an ‘embedded social scientist’.
Rather than conceptualised as a ‘sporadic interdisciplin-
ary collaboration’, this was a process, one where the
researcher is developing a kind of ‘interactional compe-
tence’ in an alternative field, ‘honing’ a suite of abilities
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around developing a collaborative disposition and moving
between micro and macro contexts. Indeed, for Conley
and Fisher, interactional competence involves hands on
work, and the development of particular dispositions
including the capacity for humility, an ability to admit
ignorance and to ask questions, to empathise with and step
into the shoes of one’s collaborator (see also, [8]).
That the vast majority of what we need to know is
likely to be developed ‘on the job’ and across time is
emphasised in much of the more practically orientated
interdisciplinary literature. Some also emphasise the
gradual acquisition of cross-disciplinary knowledge
through activities and engagements that draw re-
searchers into extra-disciplinary communities. In this re-
gard, Buanes and Jentoft note that interdisciplinary
research necessitates a ‘broad repertoire of perspectives
acquired through interdisciplinary education or from
membership in interdisciplinary research groups’ [9]. Per-
haps offering one of the most sophisticated engagements
around the temporal dimensions of cross-disciplinarity,
they also argue that while structural obstacles to
cross-disciplinarity can in principle be speedily addressed,
the normative and cognitive barriers cannot. In this re-
spect, they note that, ‘One can prepare the ground for an
interdisciplinary culture to emerge, but it typically de-
velops as a by-effect of other initiatives’ ([9], p. 453). In
this respect, they emphasise at a variety of junctures, a
strong sensitivity to time—one that portrays interdisciplin-
ary learning as journey, where the interdisciplinarian
learns and adjusts her perspectives along the way. This
kind of approach points towards a more realistic agenda
of cross-disciplinary knowledge acquisition, in no small
measure because it is premised on a gradual acquisition of
knowledge that is feasible and increasingly part of what
academics already do [49]. Even for serendipity scholars,
the role of time plays a key role in discovery, where feeling
overwhelmed by information can result in key triggers be-
ing missed or overlooked [51]. Indeed, for others, who
emphasise the variety of barriers (cognitive, normative
and structural) confronting scholars prospectively working
towards interdisciplinary collaboration there is a similar
focus on this a continuing process, one that necessitates
time to foster relationships and collaboratively learn with
others [29]. In this respect, some emphasise the import-
ance of providing opportunities for researchers from dif-
ferent disciplines to come together in the form of
‘encounters’. Such encounters have the aim of promoting
‘open communication across researchers from different
fields’. While such open encounters provide a setting for
‘listening to, being curious of, and understanding each
other’s perspectives and potential contributions to joint ef-
forts’, a form of ‘appreciative inquiry’, the emphasis is on
creating the conditions where ‘interactions can be fostered
between researchers’ ([7], p. 24).
What is important in terms of work that centralises
the temporal dimension of interdisciplinary learning is
that it positions ‘knowing more’ as a process that occurs
across a far longer period of time, and as a form of
knowledge or knowledges that are acquired with increas-
ing interaction with scholars from different fields. Of
course for those that seek out quicker solutions for ad-
dressing the variety of epistemological, normative and
cognitive clashes that arise from a lack of appreciation
for, or about different fields, the conclusion that these
clashes themselves might be an inevitable part of collab-
orative work, and part and parcel of a long-haul journey,
might be an unwelcome one. Nevertheless, for the
present authors, it is a valuable and intrinsic part of the
cross-disciplinary collaborative process. For this reason,
centralising a more humble form of know how in the
form of ‘About-Knowledge’, a connective knowledge,
constitutes the strongest and most feasible starting point
for embarking upon that journey.
Conclusion
In the context of the wide and varied calls for cross-dis-
ciplinary collaborative work, the critical importance of
collaboration to the vibrant and integrative work of fu-
tures research, and the now voluminous literature that
highlights the range of challenges, pitfalls and perils
inherent in that kind of work, we have identified a
significant gap in the literature. In particular, there has
been a lack of attention paid to the factors and compe-
tences that drive and stimulate the initiation of
cross-disciplinary and sectoral collaborative work. While
the present authors centralise the critical role that
greater insight into other fields might play in helping to
enhance connections between researchers situated in
different and perhaps distant domains, we also note the
lack of detailed engagement with the question of what
researchers need to know about other fields in order to
collaborate effectively across different fields. In respect
of those that have focused on this dilemma, while
scholars have provided extensive and useful coverage
around the variety of ways a lack of insight into other
fields creates problems for collaborative teams in the
course of cross-disciplinary work, where that scholarship
is currently weak, is in the furnishing of solutions. At
present, and sticking closely to observations of how
knowledge deficits constitute a barrier to cross-disciplin-
ary collaboration, the elixir is vaguely located in aspira-
tions for actors to ‘know more’ than they currently do
about other fields, and that this greater knowledge
somehow constitutes the gateway to interdisciplinary
work and cross-disciplinary collaboration. As we have
argued, this approach is problematic for a range of rea-
sons. In the absence of pointing to specific constituent
elements of what is unknown, that needs knowing, we
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lack the ability to identify what the ‘deficit’ is, and how
to address it. As a result, we are left none the wiser as to
what knowing more about other fields will help prospect-
ive collaborators to achieve—or indeed, 'what' and ‘how
much’ actors ought to know about other fields for that
purpose. For this reason, it is impossible to construct
meaningful strategies to inform policy and practice.
Our aim in this piece has been to develop a positive
agenda for addressing the kind of extra-disciplinary
knowledge that might help to stimulate, enhance and
initiate cross-disciplinary collaboration. For this reason,
we sought to disentangle the variety of ingredients
around cross-disciplinary collaboration in unpacking the
purposes that ‘knowing more’ about other fields might
serve, as well as fleshing out more practical elements, in-
cluding what it is that we need researchers to know and
can realistically expect researchers to learn about other
fields. Here, we drew a distinction between ‘Of-Know-
ledge’ and ‘About-Knowledge’ in respect of other fields,
in order to conceptualise the different kinds of knowing
that might prove necessary at different points of the col-
laborative life-cycle. In response to claims that individual
researchers should ‘know more’ field-specific knowledge
to enhance collaborative work, we highlighted a range of
concerns in respect of a level of cognition that is far too
demanding in practice. We also noted how such 'know-
ing more' advocacy often ignores the critical role that
cross-disciplinary collaboration ought to play in the
sharing of expertise across a collaborative team and the
inevitable learning about other fields of the ‘Of-Know-
ledge’ kind that field actors will acquire the life courses
of collaborative projects. For this reason, we argued that
‘Of-Knowledge’ cognitive deficits are best addressed as
part of the collaborative bargain itself. This is not to
claim that the acquisition of elements of ‘Of-Knowledge’
is itself problematic—instead, our concern lies with the
claim that researchers ought to acquire knowledge of
this kind and that this will enhance cross-disciplinary
collaboration. It is not clear, to us at least, how didactic
approaches to skill researchers up with more granular
field-specific insights—in the form of ‘Of-Knowledge’—
could ever be viable given that these approaches require
very extensive knowledges in respect of a specific field.
In turn, as we argue, the very reason for collaborating
with actors from multiple disciplines is by virtue of their
expertise in that field—a form of ‘Of-Knowledge’ that
cannot be acquired to that level of sophistication with-
out extensive immersion and interaction within the field
in question. This point is critical. What proponents of
‘Of-Knowledge’ are advocating is the acquisition of
field-specific knowledge that will inevitably be vastly
inferior to the knowledge and deep understanding that
experts within the target domain actually possess (see
further, [61]).
Nevertheless, as we highlight, with our eyes on the
prize - the desirability of enhancing researchers’ aware-
ness of other fields and of mobilising prospective
cross-disciplinary collaborations - there is one kind of
‘knowledge deficit’ that in principle can be tackled—
though of a very basic kind: ‘About-Knowledge’. Consist-
ing of a rudimentary form of facts and information
about other fields, incorporating a range of example
problem domains and approaches that populate different
fields and disciplines, we highlighted the important role
that ‘About-Knowledge’ plays in its ability to create
awareness of potential connections. Connective know-
ledge in this sense is not knowledge of connections, but
the kind of knowledge that makes connections possible;
in turn, what makes ‘connective knowledge’, knowledge,
is in the ability to make associations between one’s own
expert specialism and other fields, to identify connec-
tions and mobilise them between disciplines.
That one possesses connective knowledge of this sort, of
course, is no guarantee that such connections will be
made, or that if made, that they will be successful. As we
highlighted earlier, there is a great deal of learning that oc-
curs after the point of connection through interaction with
other actors. In the context of futures research, myriad op-
portunities exist to act as critical springboards for situated
learning of precisely this sort, including the European
Foresight Program which is aimed at developing a global
network binding together different communities and pro-
fessionals [25]. For the present authors, such collaborative
networks and partnerships provide opportunities for on-
going learning and dialogue that are non-substitutable.
Yet, while we have treated as distinct different points of
the collaborative life-cycle throughout this piece, notably
distinguishing between cross-disciplinary collaborative en-
gagement in progress, and the point of ‘envisioning’ as a
prior point, it is worth our noting here that some forms of
collaborative engagement can operate to blur that distinc-
tion in practice. In particular, it may be here that futures
studies could play a powerful role in defying these bound-
aries. Innovative design inquiry initiatives, aimed at bridg-
ing ‘scientific understanding and community-based
knowledge’ to reflect on ‘day-to-day realities and possible
futures’ ([24], p. 57), as well as the increasing use of Living
Labs for co-production and knowledge transfer work [55],
provide unique participatory, problem/scenario-based, dia-
logical and transdisciplinary modes of engagement that
could have extraordinary connective potential. To the ex-
tent to which futures studies initiatives render visible the
range of human-technological contributions and sources
that inform its work, these strike us as having unparalleled
potential for enhancing ‘About Knowledge’. But this point
about the visibility of sources of expertise is critical. In this
sense, ‘About Knowledge’ is firmly about understanding
where expertise lies (whether academics, organisational
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actors or actors within communities) and providing ac-
cessible examples of how different kinds of expertise play
out in active, practical settings (as opposed to more granu-
lar field-specific ‘Of-Knowledge’). It is this step—seeing
how expertise is enacted in different situations that
present opportunities for understanding the role that dif-
ferent fields, specialisms, networks and actors could po-
tentially make—that enables broader connections to be
made. In this respect, the orientation of futures studies it-
self and the broad range of local and global challenges that
it encompasses could serve to situate the field as a poten-
tially important platform within and outside of higher
education for the acquisition of ‘About-Knowledge’ and in
turn, it maybe that the field provides an important method
for how we unleash our connective capital.
In arguing for a more rudimentary approach in respect
of what researchers need to know, we drew support
from three distinct areas to highlight the potential oper-
ation and benefits of such an approach. We highlighted
how even a little insight about other fields could help
extend individuals’ ideas about the role that other fields
can play in their own work—and help address miscon-
ceptions or non-conceptions that might otherwise lead
to those fields being erroneously overlooked or excluded.
We also noted that even in the context of serendipity,
which in particular contexts may serve to bind individ-
uals together as collaborative partners, that serendipity
is not regarded as a pure chance event divorced from
what individuals know, or their broader environment. As
such, the possession of a basic insight into what other
disciplines do may help to provide the foundation for
the ‘prepared mind’—the kind of mindset that seems to
typify the skills and attributes of ‘T-shaped’ actors who
possess depth of expertise in an area, as well as a strong
ability to identify connections between their field and
others. And finally, we noted the low cognitive threshold
of cross-field/disciplinary cognition that boundary span-
ners draw upon in order to form connections across
fields and domains. While in the future technology is
likely to play a stronger role in helping to enable the
identification of innovative and path-breaking connections
([55, 59]), and more immersive and problem-centred ways
of drawing researchers together could enhance our
cross-disciplinary competence [6, 26], it is difficult to
conceive of a point in time when the ‘prepared mind’ will
not still prove critical for the prospective interdisciplinary
collaborator. And in this regard, where researchers know
a little more about the relevance of other fields across the
academic terrain, that knowledge is likely to go a long way.
Endnotes
1Although we acknowledge that there is still an im-
portant role that lone interdisciplinary scholars can play,
we note that cross-disciplinary collaboration provides an
unparalleled form of cross-disciplinary engagement, and
that this mode of engagement is critical for robust
policy-orientated work [61].
2Moreover, it may be that even in intra-disciplinary
contexts, we fetishize and inflate the expertise that we
possess as individuals. In this respect, expertise is a
property of a social groups rather than individuals [19],
and for all of us engaged within academic work within
particular fields, we can readily appreciate the limits of
our ability to sum up our ‘field’ as a whole [9].
3The focus on a more basic level of knowledge, as we
discuss slightly later, has significant benefits when evaluat-
ing how to address the needs of a series of ‘lost genera-
tions’ within higher education institutions, who have been
missed from initiatives designed to provide a grounding in
cross-disciplinary knowledges and approaches.
4Our thanks to Mike Gorman who introduced us to
this concept in his recent presentation at SEESHOP
2018, the Studies of Expertise and Experience Annual
Meeting, Cardiff University.
5Larson et al. [37] also note that even comprehensive
reports [54] evaluating how to increase and enhance inter-
disciplinary capacity within higher education also fail to
make any mention of the need for training in respect of
faculty members. The neglect of faculty above early career
stage (or entirely) is also apparent in other areas. In the
context of socio-legal studies, similar concerns were
highlighted about a skills gap in relation to empirical
research methods among faculty members, nevertheless,
the recommendation in terms of how to address these
‘shortcomings’ focused on training for ‘undergraduate,
postgraduate, and/or the postdoctoral level’ ([27], p. 53).
6For example, ‘Public engagement describes the many
ways in which higher education institutions and their
staff and students can connect and share their work with
the public’ (cited in [23], p. 726).
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